This study begins by showing how to obtain such a function i/>(x) for certain classes of sequences {an}o and {bn}x. Then we apply our results to obtain a distribution function for the modified Lommel polynomials (thus answering a question of Dickinson, [10, p. 121]) and to obtain some information about Bessel functions as a function of their order.
2. Notation, preliminaries, and summary. The following notational conventions will be maintained throughout this paper :
(1) {an}o is a sequence of real numbers. (2) {bn}f is a sequence of positive real numbers. For each nonnegative integer s, (3) {c(ns)}o is the sequence {cn + s}™=0.
(4) {i>n\x)}-x is the sequence of monic polynomials defined recursively by 4><l\(x) = 0, #•>(*) = 1, and 4ÜIx(x) = (x-a<f>)^s)(x)-¿«>#« x(x) (« £ 0).
(5) 0(s)(x) is a bounded increasing function defined on (-00, +00) and having the property that f+" WXxWXx) WXx) = 8n<m-kn (*. # 0, » .-0,1, 2,...).
(i/i(s)(x) is known to exist, by the above-mentioned theorem of Favard.) (6) F(s)(x) is the continued fraction given by K^(x) = ,-?-I -, bl+s I -, b2+s I-.
I x-as I x-a1+s I x-a2+s (7) Sr°(tp(s\x)) is the spectrum of the distribution function >/j(s)(x), i.e., ^(i//(s>(x)) ={x:-co<x<4-co and i//s)(x+e)-i/i' s)(x -e) > 0 for all e > 0}. In terms of measures, ¿r"(>jj{s)(x)) is the support of the positive real measure induced by i//(s) (x) . (8) We shall say that the polynomials $,s)(x), the bounded increasing function <A(s)(x), and the continued fraction K's)(x) are associated with the sequences {an}o and {bn}x if they are related to these sequences by (4) , (5), and (6) above.
(9) C will represent the field of complex numbers. In terms of the techniques which are used, this study is a continuation of the work of Dickinson, Pollak and Wannier [11] , and that of Goldberg [14] . It differs from these papers in considering unbounded sequences and hence requires some additional tools. Chihara has also considered this problem and by using the theory of chain sequences has obtained a number of theorems dealing with properties of ¿fWXx)). We will use one particular result of his and quote it now for reference.
Theorem 2.1 (Chihara [6, p. 4] ). A necessary and sufficient condition for the polynomials <pnXx) to be orthogonal over an interval which is a subset of [0, oo) is that an > Ofor each n and {bj(an ■ an _ i)} be a chain sequence.
We will also need some well-known results from the general theory of orthogonal polynomials. These can all be found in Szegö's book [17] . We collect them into the following lemma. Lemma 2.2 . The convergents of the continued fraction K(s\x) are the rational functions ^<ns*11)(x)/<^if)(x), and the zeros of the monk polynomials <pnKx) are real, simple, and interlaced with the zeros of^ilx\x).
We now enumerate those conditions which we will impose upon the sequences {an}o and {bn}x. These are as follows:
(1) a¡->ooasíH-oo.
(2) limsupn_oe èi/(ai-ai_i)=L<l/4. Under these conditions we shall show that K(s)(x) is meromorphic and </i(5>(x) can always be chosen to be a jump function with jumps at the poles of K(s)(x).
K(s)(x) is meromorphic.
In this section we show that K{s)(x) is a meromorphic function, and we give a Mittag-Leffler expansion for it. To do this we use the following continued fraction theorem : Theorem 3.1 (Worpitsky [19, p. 42] (ii) The values of the continued fraction and of its approximates are in the circular domain | w -4/31 ^ 2/3.
Using this we now prove our first result. Theorem 3.2. Let the sequences {an}ô and {bn}x satisfy the conditions: (1) an -> oo as n -> oo.
(2) limsupn-,,,, bj(an-an.X)=L< 1/4. Then the continued fraction K(s)(x) defined by (6) of §2 is a meromorphic function.
Proof. By definition
so by an equivalence transformation of this continued fraction we have We next give a Mittag-Leffler expansion for F(s)(x). For this we need a theorem of Montel, which we now quote. Theorem 3.3 (Montel [15, p. 42]) . A necessary and sufficient condition for a meromorphic function G(z) to be the uniform limit of rational functions whose zeros and poles are interlaced on the positive real axis is that G(z) have the form
where A and all A/s are real and of the same sign and 2? Ai/a{ converges. where the zeros and poles of the rational functions <f>m-\!(x)l<pmXx) are interlaced on the real axis. Now, from the general theory of chain sequences, (see [6, pp. 1-4] ), we know that conditions (1) and (2) above imply the existence of a constant c^O such that the sequences {a* = an + c}o and {bn}x satisfy (a) a* > 0 for each n, (b) a* -> oo as n -»> oo, (c) {bn/(at ■ a*-1)} is a chain sequence. Thus by Theorem 2.1 we know that any distribution i//g>(x) associated with the sequences {a*+s} and {bn+s} has its spectrum in [0, oo). But if </4s)(x) is a distribution associated with {an + s + c}n = 0 and {b^}?, then <p(sXx) = <//¿'(x -c) is a distribution associated with {a£°}™=0 and {6S°}"=i, and conversely. Thus we can assume <?(<[i(sXx)) <= ( -c, oo) for some finite c ^ 0. Next, the zeros of the polynomials <£i,s)(x) are always contained in the same interval as the spectrum of their distribution function and hence the rational functions <pm-\Xx)l'l>mXx) must have their zeros and poles interlaced on the interval ( -c, oo). Thus by a direct application of Theorem 3.3 to the function KisXx-c) the result follows. Q.E.D.
We next prove a result about the behavior of xK{%x) for large imaginary x.
lim (iy)K<sXiy) = 1. Now by the interlacing of the zeros of </4s)(x) with those of ffîîîXx) and by Theorem 3.4 each ^^s) is positive and 2? -¿k>/0is> converges. Hence we first choose K large enough so that 2™= k +1 Aks)la(ks) < e/2 and then choose y large enough so that (Hk=i Aks))(l¡\y\)<e¡2. This gives |F<s,(/»-M(s)| <e and proves the corollary, since e was arbitrary. Q.E.D. Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 3.5. 4 . Constructing >/i(s)(x). At this point it would be possible to construct </<(s>(x) by using a number of theorems which deal with the Hamburger Moment Problem. We choose to use another, somewhat longer approach because it gives us new information about all sets of orthogonal polynomials whose associated sequences satisfy (1) and (2) above. We begin by quoting a special case of a Dickinson result. Lemma 4.1 [10, p. 199] . For s^O, n=l, andm^n + l we have (IV-A) WSfi-itotëÎïtîPi*) = &s>(*)^n,(x)-#«(x).
[February Next, before proceeding with other lemmas, we make the following convention regarding the zeros of the polynomials </>$ : for each s è 0 and m ^ 1 we let {a\%}?= i be the zeros of </>mXx) ordered so that a^ < a{£]m <•■• < a££m. Also since A^(5)(x) is meromorphic with all its poles in ( -c, oo), c^O, it has only finitely many poles in the interval ( -c, o4s,n) for each fixed «3:1 and s^O. Let this number be N(n, s). We now continue with our results. Lemma 4.2. For each nâl and s^O, there exists an integer M(n, s) with the property that m > M(n,s) implies (f>mXx) nas exactly N(n, s) zeros in the interval (-c,«&).
Proof. From Theorem 3.4 we know that the poles of K(sXx) are simple. Hence from Lemma 2.2 and Hurwitz's theorem we deduce that in small neighborhoods of each pole of A^(s)(x), <pm-iXx)l<f>m(.x) eventually has one pole and no zeros. Likewise in compact sets free of poles (p%±xXx)l<Pm(x) is eventually free of poles. Therefore, since there are N(n, s) poles of Kw(x) in ( -c, o4s,n)> f°r sufficiently large m, <pm(x) has one zero near each of these poles and no other zeros in this compact set. Q.E.D.
Our next result deals with the interlacing of the zeros of cp^-n-iXx) with those of (pm(x). These zeros do not interlace on the whole real axis, however for fixed s ï: 0 and n^Owe can show that for all large m those zeros in the interval (a$n, oo) are interlaced. Proof. We use induction on n. For « = 0 and sâOwe know by Lemma 2.2 that </>Síí'(x) and <pmXx) have interlacing zeros on the whole real axis whenever m^2. Thus we can choose M*(0, s) = 2. Next consider the general case and assume that the lemma holds for n=k-I, and s^O. Then consider n-k. From Lemma 4. Now m>M*(k-l,s) and m>i>N(k,s) so by the induction hypothesis <l>m-k\x) has exactly one zero in (a\%, ctf|lm). Combining this with (IV-B) we see that (pnti-Wx) must have an odd number of zeros in (aft, aßlm). However if this number is three or more, then by the known interlacing of the zeros of <f>m-kKx) with those of <f>lñ-k-V(x), (p(itk)(x) will have at least two zeros in (aft, a\slXm) and this will contradict the induction hypothesis. Hence (pmtk-ïKx) has exactly one zero in (aft, a\slx¡m) and the lemma follows by induction taking M*(0, s) = 2 and M*(k, j) = max{M(k, s), M*(k-l, s), N(k, s)}, fc£ 1.
Using the above lemmas we now obtain a partial fraction expansion for the rational function x"<p%?:î±?(x)l<p%>(x). Now by Lemma 4.3, we know that for m> M*(n, s) those zeros of 4>m-n-V(x) and <pm\x) which are greater than aft are interlaced. Thus for i>N(n,s) the constants B(s)(i, m;p, n) are all of the same sign because m>M*(n, s)^M(n, s) implies <pm\x) has exactly N(n, s) zeros in (0, aft). But by inspection B(s)(m, m;p,n) is positive, so Bis\i, m;p,n) is positive for N(n,s)<i^m; and the corollary follows. Q.E.D.
Our next objective is a Mittag-Lefner expansion for the meromorphic function xpF(s)(x)-• F(s + n)(x). Since we will be working with fixed p, n, and s satisfying O^p^n, s^O, we adopt the convention of dropping these from much of our notation: i.e., B(s)(i, m;p, n) = B(i, m). Since the expression in braces is just the left side with a change of index, we iterate and after multiplying by xv we obtain (IV-E) x'tfXx)■ K^(x)-x><fëîtXx) = x"\ll bt+, Wn *<s+°W
We now consider this to be a relationship in the complex plane and after dividing by 2m we integrate both sides about the circle |x| =R>0. Thus (ii) <//s)(x) can be chosen to be a jump function with a jump of Af at x = aft £=1,2,..., while being constant on each of the intervals (-oo, af), (aft a(2s)),
Proof, (i) is just Corollary 3.6 together with Theorem 4.7, so we need only prove (ii). Thus we let 0<s)(x) be defined by the following :
(1) f«(-oo)=0; (ii*) <//s)(x) can be chosen to be a jump function which is constant on each of the intervals (axs), oo), (a\sl x, a\s)), i = 1, 2,..., and has a jump Aks) atx = o4s), k = 1, 2, 3.
Proof. By definition, for each fixed sStO, the polynomials {0i,s)}"=1 satisfy the triple recurrence formula 4%\ x(x) = (x-d£>)4SXx) -b?W-i(x) (n ^ 0),
Hence the polynomial set (-l)n$,s)( -x) satisfies the relationship (-i)<»+iw+x(-*) = (x+a?)(-irwx-x)-wx-iy-l<pi^ixx)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (n ^ 0) where we again set <¡>o \x) «■ 1, <p(l\=0. Thus the set ( -l)n<pf( -x) is associated with the sequence {-an}£ and {bn}x. But these sequences satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.9, so if we let Ki'\x) and </>{i\x) be associated with them, then (i) Kis\x) = 2^xAfl (x-ßf) where 4«>0 for each k, l?=xAf = l, and (ii) </>is)(x) can be chosen to be a jump function which is constant on each of the intervals (-oo, ßf), (¿8ft ft'lx), i=l, 2,..., and has jump Af at x=j8ft Now
Hence, we see that by taking u^= -ßf, Zc = l, 2,..., conclusion (i*) follows. Next, since ^ftx) is a distribution function for the monic polynomial set {(-t)n<pf(x)}ñ=-i, we have for Ogp^n, and some kn^0, n=0, 1,....
*"A., = ¡+Ç° x>(-iy<pf(-x)dtf(x).
J -00
Replacing x by -x gives *»-8»., = (-1)B+* f+" x»<pf(x)(-l)dm-x).
J -to
Therefore, f+°° x><pf(x){(-l)dtf(-x)} = (-iy+»-kn 8n,p J -CO where k'n^0, n=0, 1, 2,..., so if we let >/'(s)(x) = (-l)i/.<1s)(-x), then i/-(s)(x) is a distribution function for {</4s)(x)}. Therefore, (ii*) follows since </>is)(x) satisfies (ii).
Q.E.D.
5. Applications. In this section we use the results of §4 to answer some questions about a known polynomial set. We shall also obtain some information about quotients of Bessel functions, where these functions are considered to be functions of their order. The polynomial set which we consider is the set of modified Lommel polynomials. We follow Dickinson, [10, p. 120] , in defining these polynomials as follows: R-X(v, x)=0, R0(v, x) = l and for «^0 where «3:0. This means that the polynomial set {Pn(v, x)}™x is associated with the sequences {an= -n}™ and {bn = (2x)'2}x. But for x^O these sequences satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 4.10 and hence we have the following theorem. (ii) The polynomials Pn(v, x), n -0,1,2,... are orthogonal with respect to a distribution function i/j(sX", x) that is constant on each of the intervals (v[sXx), co), (v¡slx(x), "¡SXX)), /= 1, 2,... and which has a jump of height A^XX) at v = vksXx), k= 1, 2,.... Moreover <plsXv, x) is essentially unique.
Proof. Corollary 4.10 gives all the results except the condition on »4s)(x) and the uniqueness of </<(s) (v, x) . The condition on j4s)(x) follows by considering (-l)i//s) •( -v, x) and applying Theorem 2.1. This theorem applies because s3:1 and |x| 3:1 implies {(2x)~2/(an+san+s_i)} is a chain sequence. This together with an+s>0, «=0, 1, 2,... implies -^(x^O or vxsXx)S0.
The essential uniqueness of i/i(sXv, x) is a result of Carleman's criteria, [16, p. 59] . This says <l>lsXv,x) is essentially unique if 2? (Zv)~1,2 = 00-In our case Z>" = (2x)~2 so the result follows. Q.E.D.
Next, since the polynomials Pn(v, x) are just a monic version of Rn(v, 1 ¡x) we see that the modified Lommel polynomials are orthogonal over a denumerable set consisting of the poles of the meromorphic function (l/2x)tf(s>(v,x) = lim {XgiPfy, llx)imXv, 1/x)}.
n-t oo
We now examine this function Kw(v, x) more closely and show that it is just a quotient of Bessel functions. We first state a lemma due to Watson, [20, p. 302] .
